
Chapter 26:My Genes Evolve
Infinitely
TEMPERING LIMIT
The enemy who blocked him died, and the black-patterned graystone beetle

screamed in excitement.

Then it looked at the new enemy, Lu Yuan.

The black-patterned graystone beetle screamed and roared again, and
attacked Lu Yuan with a paw.

Lu Yuan raised his long sword, blocking it in front of his claws.

锵!

The long sword collided with the claws, Lu Yuan felt the heavy force and

raised his eyebrows slightly.

good.

is within the acceptable range.

He stepped out, turned around, and came to the side of the black gray stone

beetle.

The long sword in his hand slashed across the petrified skin of the black gray
stone beetle.

There was a muffled sound, the petrified skin was cut, and the beetle's claw
sword left a scar on its body.

After all, the Beetle Claw Sword is an elite quality genetic weapon, and
coupled with the strength of the land edge itself, even the black-patterned
graystone beetle can't completely resist such an attack.
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The black-patterned greystone beetle suffered substantial damage for the first

time. It shook its body and let out a sharp cry, and its movements became

more frantic.

Its two sharp front paws danced wildly, attacking Lu Yuan.

Lu Yuan figured to dodge, while avoiding the attack, he counterattacked.

The battle lasted for a while, and there were many more wounds on the body

of the black-patterned greystone beetle.

Although the wound was not deep, there was a lot of dark green blood flowing
out, soaking its body into dark green.

Continuous injuries, the movement of the black-patterned greystone beetle

was a bit stiff and trembling, and the attack was no longer as violent as before.

Lu Yuan is also more convenient to avoid.

After a while, he escaped a claw attack by the black-patterned greystone

beetle, and the long sword pierced its eyes and penetrated its head.

"Squeak!!"

The black-patterned graystone beetle screamed sharply, and fell to the ground.
Its short legs kept twitching, and its vitality gradually dissipated.

Lu Yuan glanced at the corpse on the ground, slowly let out a suffocating

breath, and dissipated the black iron body.

In this battle, most of the spiritual power was consumed, but the results were
very fruitful.

killed four kobolds, and also killed an elite beast.

can only say that it is me!

Strong thief!



The dead black-patterned graystone beetle flashed white light, and the white

light condensed into spiritual crystals in the next moment.

is different from the graystone beetle, the black-patterned graystone beetle

contains 20 spiritual crystals, which is twenty times the size of the graystone

beetle!

Not only that, a white ball of light floated out of its corpse, floating above its

corpse.

Inside the white light group is a set of gray armor that looks a bit crude.

Lu Yuan's eyes lit up, genetically armed!

Although the probability that the elite beasts died and dropped ordinary
quality genetic weapons was not too low, it was dropped the first time, and Lu
Yuan was still very happy.

Lu Yuan picked up the light group, and this genetically armed message came

into his mind.

This genetic weapon is called the gray beetle armor, which is made of

graystone beetle carapace.

Because it is an ordinary quality genetic weapon, it simply provides a lot of

defensive ability, but unlike elite quality, it can increase his strength.

The style of this armor is also very simple, it just protects important parts such

as the shoulders, chest and knees, most of which are empty.

Lu Yuan wondered if the armor was cutting corners.

Anyway, important parts can be protected, and sometimes it can save a life.

After all, it was the first genetic weapon obtained by killing an elite beast, and
Lu Yuan didn't expect too much.

can be used.



Before Lu Yuan blessed the long sword of beetle claws, his body was a little

hard to support.

But now that he has burned his extraordinary genes, his body has become

much stronger.

In addition, this armor is only of ordinary quality, and there is not much

power increase, Lu Yuan can still bless it.

With a movement of his mind, he absorbed the gray beetle armor into his body.
Like a long sword, the armor turned into a phantom and floated around the

gene chain.

Lu Yuan suddenly felt that his defensive ability had improved to a certain
extent.

But his original defensive ability is already very strong, this improvement is

not too big.

Lu Yuan thought, and the armor appeared on his body, protecting his

important parts.

Lu Yuan looked down.

Hmm... the style is a bit ugly.

I will change it as soon as there is a new one.

After , Lu Yuan collected the black-patterned carapace on the back of the

black-patterned graystone beetle, and went to collect the spirit crystals and

gray stone armor of the other four graystone beetles.

Finally, he picked up the harvest from the other four kobolds.

Maybe it's because these four kobolds have just been here, and their gains this
time are not very good.

there are only 112 spirit crystals in total, and the same number of gray stone

armors.



This frustrated Lu Yuan's original hope of having other gains.

But in general, this wave is more than what he has gained from hunting

graystone beetles for a few hours alone.

He can barely accept it.

Putting everything away, Lu Yuan left the combat area.

…………

In the gray stone forest some distance from the combat area, Bertha Vimy

glanced behind her, and she was relieved to see that no one was catching up

behind her.

Then, she gritted her teeth, a hideous color appeared on her face, and she

clenched the longbow in her hand:

"Damn humans! How dare you attack me! I can't just leave this enmity!"

She flipped her hand and a clear crystal appeared.

This is a communication crystal, which can be bought in the city store of

Origin. It needs a lot of spiritual crystal, and it can communicate within a

certain range of the current city.

Bertha Vimy input spiritual power, and when his mind moved, the transparent
crystal glowed with white light.

White light flashed, and soon, a picture appeared in the transparent crystal.

That is a black fur kobold.

He looked at Bertha Vimy respectfully:

"Miss San, what can you do if you contact me?"

Bertha Vimy gritted her teeth:

"My experience team was attacked! Everyone except me died."



Hearing this, the black kobold was taken aback, his eyes widened:

"All dead? Where's Larkin? Dead too?"

"I said everything, it's all dead!"

Bertha Vimy frowned and increased her voice a little impatiently.

The black-skinned kobold quickly lowered his head:

"Yes, Miss San! Are you a team of any forces?"

"No, there is only one human."

"A human? Third Miss, isn't the place where you experienced the Grey Stone

Forest? How can a human being have the strength to destroy your experience

team?"

The black kobold looked dumbfounded.

"I also want to know! How do you do things? There is no such human in the

information about the strong in Sandstone City! You can do nothing with my

father's money! I will tell my father about this! "

Bertha Vimy said angrily.

"Miss San, please calm down...This is our negligence. Please let us make up for

this mistake."

The black kobold hurriedly spoke.

"Huh! I want revenge! I want to smash that human body! Send more people!
He is very strong, don't let him run away!"

"Miss San, don't worry, I will call in the staff right away!"

The black kobold hurriedly spoke.

"Huh! I'm waiting for you here!"



Bertha Vimy heard this, the coldness on her face disappeared a bit.

She spoke slowly, and then cut off the communication.

Looking at the transparent crystal, she remembered her shame again, holding
the longbow in her hand, gritted her teeth:

"The eldest brother and the second sister are all going well, how come to me so

bad?! Damn human! Wait, I want you to regret provoke me Bertha Vimy!"

…………

Lu Yuan absorbed the spirit crystals as he hurried along. There were about
130 spirit crystals in total, and it didn't take long for Lu Yuan to absorb a

hundred of them.

At this moment, a bright white light flashed under the gene chain in Lu Yuan's
body~www.mtlnovel.com~ The tempering degree had reached about 8%.

However, Lu Yuan discovered that his efficiency in absorbing spirit crystals

was getting lower and lower now. .

Besides, his body is slightly painful.

Lu Yuan suspected that he had absorbed too many spirit crystals in a short
time, and the tempering speed was too fast, which caused this situation.

After all, besides him, is there any trainee-level genetic warrior who can

absorb more than one hundred spirit crystals in ten minutes to refine the
genetic chain?

This speed lets other people know, it must be scared to death.

Even if his absorption speed can keep up, his body can't stand the tempering

speed.

He may have reached the short-term tempering limit, and if he continues to

temper the gene chain, he feels that his body may collapse.



Need to slow down.

However, even if he didn't temper the gene chain, Lu Yuan could still absorb

the spirit crystals.

He has to charge the Evolution Cube to prepare for the next evolution of the
Dark Iron Man.

The spiritual power needed to evolve from an elite gene to a boss gene, Lu
Yuan estimated that he had about 5,000 spiritual crystals.

The amount is outrageous.

However, there are gains only if you pay.

Thousands of spiritual crystals are exchanged for an evolution, a sale of blood.

Lu Yuan absorbed another ten spirit crystals. He suddenly thought of

something and stopped.

By the way, I am still messing with the consortium now, maybe they are about

to trouble me, they have to save some cards.

Lu Yuan glanced at the remaining twenty or so spirit crystals, and stopped

absorbing them.

At the same time, he also accelerated and ran out of the gray stone forest.

As long as he leaves the Grey Stone Forest, the people from that consortium

will let them find him.
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